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SUSAN CALMAN WHISKED AROUND MEDITERRANEAN BY ROYAL CARIBBEAN  
The Award-winning Harmony of the Seas Stars in Channel 5’s New Series, ‘Cruising with Susan Calman’ 

 
LONDON, April 14, 2022 – Royal Caribbean International’s Harmony of the Seas will be featured in two 

upcoming episodes of Channel 5’s ‘Cruising with Susan Calman’, scheduled to air on Friday, 15th April 

and Friday, 22nd April, at 8 p.m. The episodes will follow travel expert Susan Calman on a memorable 

Royal Caribbean adventure from Barcelona, Spain, on board one of the cruise line’s renowned Oasis 

Class ships. Viewers will see Susan explore Harmony and the variety of one-of-a-kind and guest-favourite 

experiences holidaymakers of all ages enjoy across thrills, dining, entertainment and more. From scaling 

one of the two 40-foot-tall rock climbing walls and catching waves on the FlowRider surf simulator to 

quenching her thirst with a drink served by robots at the Bionic Bar, Susan showcases her first-hand 

experience of a signature Royal Caribbean holiday. With eight incredible Royal Caribbean ships sailing 

from Europe this summer, the show gives viewers a taste of the memories they can make. 

 The two episodes will also feature the iconic European destinations Susan visited as she sailed 

across the Mediterranean, including Palma de Mallorca, Spain, and Italian wonders such as Rome, Lucca 

and Naples. Viewers will get to virtually explore historic Roman sights, including the famous Spanish 

Steps, kayak around Mallorca’s glistening coastline and make a traditional Napoleon pizza in the heart of 

Naples. 

Ben Bouldin, vice president, Europe, Middle East and Africa, Royal Caribbean International, 

comments: “We were so pleased to welcome Susan and her team on board Harmony and give her a 

taste of the fun to be had with Royal Caribbean while in the Mediterranean. This summer, 

holidaymakers can have their pick of eight incredible ships cruising in Europe, including our newest Oasis 

Class ship, Wonder of the Seas, in Barcelona. I hope these episodes will inspire new and returning guests 

to book a getaway with us this summer.” 
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Travellers with their sights on a European getaway can choose from a wide range of unique 

itineraries and a diverse lineup of award-winning ships, a matchup that makes for memorable holidays. 

Royal Caribbean’s Odyssey of the Seas in Rome, following its 2021 debut, and Anthem of the Seas in 

Southampton, England, are two returning favorites set to offer the whole family a combination of 

signature features and standout experiences. Holidaymakers can learn more about the incredible range 

of European itineraries and ships available this summer here.  

Fans can tune in to watch Susan’s adventure-filled holiday on board Royal Caribbean’s Harmony 

on Channel 5 at 8 p.m. on Friday, 15th and Friday, 22nd April.   

 

 About Royal Caribbean International  

Royal Caribbean International, owned by Royal Caribbean Group (NYSE: RCL), has been 

delivering innovation at sea for more than 50 years. Each successive class of ships is an architectural 

marvel that features the latest technology and guest experiences for today’s adventurous traveller. The 

cruise line continues to revolutionise holidays with itineraries to 240 destinations in 61 countries on six 

continents, including Royal Caribbean’s private island destination in The Bahamas, Perfect Day at 

CocoCay, the first in the Perfect Day Island Collection.  

Media can stay up to date by following @RoyalCaribPR on Twitter and visiting 

RoyalCaribbeanPressCenter.com. For additional information or to make reservations, travellers can call 

their travel advisor or visit RoyalCaribbean.com. 
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